[Sarcoma treatment in Denmark].
Approximately 240 sarcomas are registered annually in Denmark. Of these, 5/6 are soft-tissue sarcomas while the remainder consist of various types of sarcomas of bone. Determination of the histogenetic type, the degree of aplasia and the anatomical spread of the primary tumour is decisive for optimal prognostic assessment and for planning of the primary local treatment. The surgical treatment is aimed at radical treatment and, where tumours in extremities are concerned, this frequently involves reconstruction with endoprostheses with the object of salvaging the limb. Irradiation is indicated in cases of soft-tissue sarcoma which are not amenable to radical operation and as palliative treatment. In cases of soft-tissue sarcoma, cytostatic therapy with adriamycin alone or combined with iphosphamide in metastasizing disease can result in response in 30-50% of the patients. On the other hand, the value of adjuvant treatment is not yet elucidated. In cases of osteogenic sarcoma, the data available at present suggest that prolongation of the survival rate may be obtained by means of intensive adjuvant cytostatic treatment, but the optimal regimen is not yet defined. In other situations, cytostatic therapy must be considered as experimental and not indicated outside the fields of controlled investigations. Optimal diagnosis and treatment of sarcoma requires extensive multidisciplinary contributions which should be centralized in the fewest possible centres. Intimate national and international cooperation is also essential.